It’s here and it changes everything.

FreeSpeak Edge™

FreeSpeak Edge works in the 5GHz bandwidth—beyond what you know about wireless intercom. It extends the entire FreeSpeak™ range, giving you the freedom to think bigger.
Clear Communications
Best-in-class audio: full 12 kHz audio quality with ultra low latency.

Works Anywhere
Designed to work in even the most challenging venues and high multipath environments, utilizing the 5GHz band and Clear-Com's exclusive RF technology.

Take Control
A state-of-the-art new beltpack design offers nine user-configurable buttons to accommodate the most granular communication needs and an advanced transceiver designed with external antennas for custom RF zones.

Scalable
The technology supports over 100 beltpacks and 64 transceivers to accommodate the largest productions, and can be combined with FreeSpeak II® systems for the utmost in scalability.

Reliable & Robust
Boasting the reliable and robust capabilities of the FreeSpeak Family, FreeSpeak Edge is built to withstand the rigors of real-world use in the most challenging productions.
Eclipse® HX: IP and More

Eclipse HX is an all-IP matrix intercom solution that includes the most comprehensive set of network distribution options and tools to configure and control your IP intercom system.

- Support for all major formats including Dante, SMPTE® 2110-30 and AES67
- LAN, WAN and Internet connectivity solutions
- Simple configuration of your IP system: EHX™, Dynam-EC™, Logic Maestro™
- Unique IP-based control mechanisms: HCI™ and Network Control Events
- Interface and leverage 3rd party devices: LQ™, SIP Integration, and Agent-IC®
- Wireless and Wired interconnects over AES67
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